
Cetera Advisor Networks
Build your future on a successful foundation

Connecting independent advisors, institutions, and producer groups with high-performing regional teams, Cetera 
Advisor Networks delivers the inspiration and collaboration to help you thrive. Accelerate growth backed by our proven 
infrastructure, local resources, and advanced operational capabilities.

For more information about Cetera Advisor Networks and their hands-on approach to supporting 
independent advice, contact 800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team member, 
or visit cetera.com.

Why Financial Professionals Choose  
Cetera Advisor Networks

 � Tested, successful infrastructure: Your regional team 
provides practice management and training resources, 
technology systems and operational workflows, and 
marketing and branding capabilities so you can focus 
on client service and relationship building.

 � Support where you are: Whether you’re new to the 
industry or a seasoned pro, your regional director 
can offer guidance on issues ranging from hiring, 
adding new services, planning your legacy, and 
more, based on their industry knowledge and years 
of experience.

 � Access to collective scale and resources: Gain 
independence without having to go it alone. In 
addition to your regional teams and infrastructure, 
you can take advantage of support from the 
Cetera Advisor Networks Home Office team and 
their service, practice management, and wealth 
management resources to help you grow.

The Regional Model
Our unique regional support model creates a number 
of distinct, close-knit communities throughout the 
country—the firms within the firm. You’ll join an 
established team in your area that can provide a strong 
foundation for your entrepreneurial efforts. You’ll 
benefit from their workflows and back-end services, 
and have access to a broad network of professionals 
to collaborate with and share best practices. 
Knowledgeable support is just a quick call away.

Cetera Advisor Networks
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AdviceWorks™

Technology designed to support the future of advice

Connect more closely with clients to help grow their assets and your business with AdviceWorks™, Cetera’s easy-to-
use technology tool. Collaborate with clients on their objectives, financial plans, and overall progress to growth at any 
time, from any device, and take a more personalized approach to supporting their priorities. Clients can also link their 
investment and bank accounts, mortgages, real estate properties, and other assets and liabilities within AdviceWorks, 
which gives you a more complete view of their financial life.

For more information on AdviceWorks and its transparent, relationship-enhancing capabilities, contact 
800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team member, or visit cetera.com.

Benefits to You
 � Operates with efficient, centralized workflows: 

Built for the way you conduct business, 
AdviceWorks enables you to complete a variety of 
client service and account management tasks—like 
sending reports, collaborating on a financial plan, or 
completing a form—from a central platform.

 � Displays your value in an accessible way:  
Connect directly with clients and provide guidance 
based on their individual needs, creating a more 
personalized connection. Customize the portal with 
your logo and brand identity to reinforce you and 
your services on every page.

 � Uncovers potential new business opportunities: 
Because AdviceWorks allows clients to input all 
their financial data, you can have a more well-
rounded view of their financial lives and offer more 
comprehensive advice. Plus, you can see any 
assets not under your guidance, which may spark 
a conversation about new services or account 
consolidation with you.

Benefits to Clients
 � Fast, reliable, digital access:  

Clients are able to quickly access the portal at any 
time, from any device. AdviceWorks also gives them 
the ability to share documents with you, eliminating 
the need for email, fax, or mailing.

 � Track progress to goals:  
The portal allows clients to create and edit financial 
goals, and easily gauge progress in context that 
makes sense to them. This helps reduce confusion 
and keeps conversations focused on the future, not 
the fine print.

 � Safe storage:  
Your clients can choose to upload financial 
records, account information, and other important 
documents to a secure portal, which uses multi-
factor authentication for added protection.

AdviceWorks™
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An Advisory Platform  
That Fits Your Clients’ Needs
Design flexible, customizable investment strategies using the My Advice Architect® platform

Save time and gain greater scale for your advisory 
business with My Advice Architect®, Cetera’s 
unified advisory platform. Comprised of four 
programs and accessed through a single web-
based interface, the platform offers full flexibility 
and control in how you implement investment 
solutions for clients.

My Advice Architect allows you to manage 
every step of the investment process in one 
place: proposal generation, portfolio creation, 
rebalancing and trading, monitoring and account 
maintenance, and reporting. Build comprehensive 
portfolios by consolidating assets and managing 
risk holistically, improving diversification across 
money managers and securities, and simplifying 
fees.

My Advice Architect Plus Plan
Receive enhanced payouts based on your AUM 
across all My Advice Architect programs, giving 
you greater flexibility to choose the options 
that fit your clients best. The more assets under 
management you hold on the My Advice 
Architect platform, the greater your potential 
Plus Plan payout.
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Outsource portfolio construction and implementation with this 
strategist-focused program. You’re able to combine any number 
of models in one custodial account including ones created by you 
and by third-party investment strategists. Choose from hundreds 
of mutual fund and exchange-traded fund portfolios; guidance 
is available from the Fund Strategist Portfolio Featured List to 
find options that match specific client objectives. You’ll save time 
by outsourcing rebalancing and trading to an overlay portfolio 
manager. Discretionary model updates are also made without 
having to collect client signatures.
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Leverage asset allocation models created by institutional providers 
with this turnkey solution that lets you add your investment 
perspective. You’ll have the ability to customize models through 
fund selection and asset-class weight adjustments. Models are 
designed and managed by the provider, giving you more time 
to focus on relationship building and other wealth management 
services. Rebalancing and trading is outsourced to an overlay 
portfolio manager, and discretionary model updates are made 
without having to collect client signatures.
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Design custom portfolios using a wide selection of asset types 
with this advisor-directed, open-architecture solution. You’ll have 
complete control at both the asset allocation and security selection 
level, and guidance is available from our Research Select List, an 
independently researched best-ideas mutual fund provider list. 
Ideal for advisors whose value proposition includes investment 
management experience and who tend to trade more frequently, 
the program features state-of-the-art modeling, rebalancing, and 
performance reporting tools, as well as full-wrap pricing.
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This solution gives you the same benefits and level of control as 
the Advisor Program; however, clients pay the program fee, annual 
account fee, and any ticket charges. The Advisor II Program is 
designed for advisors whose value proposition includes investment 
knowledge and experience, tend to use purposeful buy-and-hold 
strategies, and prefer not to use an all-inclusive wrap fee.

Choose from four programs to find the best fit for your business.

For more information about Cetera’s 
investment platforms and how they  
can fit your business, contact 
800.336.8842 or your dedicated 
Business Development team member, or 
visit cetera.com.

Advisory
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Practice Management Coaching
Run—and grow—your business, your way

For more information on how Cetera’s Business Consulting Group can help you drive meaningful and 
sustainable results, contact 800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team member, or 
visit cetera.com.

Increase your capacity and drive practice growth supported by a knowledgeable partner. Our experienced Business 
Consulting Group can help you identify opportunities to enhance your services and deepen relationships, build 
efficiency, and cement your legacy. 

Through a consultative process using proprietary business analysis tools, the team will examine five factors of business 
success: business development, operational efficiency, human capital, business management, and succession planning. 
They’ll create a benchmark for your practice and help you build a custom plan for the areas you want to adjust. The team 
also serves as your personal accountability partner as you work through your plan to drive profitability.

Work with the Business Consulting Group for guidance on:

 � Growth initiatives: Segmenting your book, expanding services, and hiring new staff

 � Operations and technology: Assessing current workflows, enhancing productivity, and systematizing client service

 � Talent management: Evaluating conditions for hiring, implementing hiring and training best practices, and 
addressing performance management concerns

 � Mergers, acquisitions, and succession planning: Finding the right buyer or seller, structuring a deal, protecting your 
legacy and clients, and creating business continuity and succession plans

 � Financial optimization: Benchmarking financial performance, planning to reduce expenses and optimize budget, 
managing financial metrics, and forecasting growth

Practice Management Coaching
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Marketing That Makes  
Meaningful Connections
Forge deeper relationships with clients and prospects

Attract new clients, ensure your value stays top of mind with current ones, and establish yourself as a trusted financial 
resource with Cetera’s comprehensive suite of marketing resources.

Lead Generation
Reach the right prospects by working with the Cetera 
Marketing team on client lead generation and digital 
outreach strategies. We’ll partner with you to amplify 
your online presence, showcase your services, and 
connect potential investors with the independent advice 
and value you provide. Receive further guidance on your 
marketing strategy with help from our knowledgeable 
consultants, who will work closely with you to learn about 
your business, goals, and clients, and help you create a 
customized plan to reach your target audiences.

Client Communication Tools
Build deeper relationships in a thoughtful, repeatable, 
trackable way with our automated marketing tool, 
Connect2Clients®. Able to sync with Redtail CRM, the 
platform hosts a library of customizable compliance-
approved materials, including market commentaries, 

educational content, lifestyle messaging, and more that 
you can quickly and compliantly send via email or post 
on your website and social media channels. You can 
also create custom print campaigns, like greeting cards, 
and access event ideas and presentations to stay top of 
mind with clients and prospects.

You can also quickly stay in touch and meet clients 
where they are with Cetera’s compliant texting 
tool. Powered by Hearsay Systems, the tool is fully 
compatible with our electronic archiving system and 
stores messages in a FINRA-compliant manner.

On-Demand Collateral Printing
Our online system, Print OnDemand, is a streamlined 
way to order pre-approved marketing materials, 
promotional items, business cards, and stationery. You’ll 
also have access to a dedicated customer service team 
for troubleshooting.

For more information about our marketing services and how Cetera can help you reach clients and 
prospects effectively, contact 800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team member, 
or visit cetera.com.

Marketing
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Advanced Planning Group
Support for sophisticated financial issues

Strengthen your relationships and provide support for clients’ complex financial needs by partnering with Cetera’s 
Advanced Planning Group. 

Advanced Planning Group
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For more information on how we can support client issues, no matter the level of complexity, contact 
800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team member, or visit Cetera.com.

This team of highly credentialed legal and financial 
specialists provide support in the following strategic 
planning areas:

 � Wealth transfer planning:  
Estate preservation and legacy planning,  
revocable and irrevocable trusts, charitable giving, 
wealth replacement, intra-family transfers, gifting, 
and asset protection

 � Retirement distribution planning:  
IRA and qualified plan distribution strategies

 � Business and succession planning:  
Executive compensation, nonqualified deferred 
compensation plans, key-person insurance, and 
buy-sell agreements

 � Stock options:  
Tax strategies and exercise methods

 � Life insurance and annuity planning:  
Section 1035 exchanges, policy transfers, 
assignments and beneficiary changes,  
and estate and business uses

Leverage our team to operate as an extension of yours. 
The Advanced Planning Group will:

 � Offer advice on technical or legal issues, and timely 
and reliable guidance

 � Respond to complex inquiries

 � Discuss alternative planning strategies

 � Provide reference materials and documentation on 
specific planning topics

 � Consult with your clients’ attorneys or other 
professional advisors to assist with especially 
complex issues

 � Provide access to comprehensive tools and 
resources including tax and planning developments, 
research, planning strategies, and written authority 
and specimen documents



Research
Harness our in-depth knowledge to provide comprehensive investment portfolios

Access informed, independent investment research from Cetera Investment Management, our in-house research team. 
Comprised of experienced, well-credentialed industry veterans, the team provides thought leadership, market analysis, 
and investment perspectives to enhance your delivery of objective financial advice. They’re fully focused on providing 
you in-depth recommendations so you can spend less time researching and more time presenting the investment 
strategies you’ve thoughtfully crafted.

The team provides a variety of resources, much of which you can customize and use directly with clients, to keep you 
supported in your investment recommendations and up to date on the latest economic trends.

End-to-End Portfolio Support
Portfolio Construction: The team offers two asset 
allocation models to guide your portfolio construction. 
Each features five risk levels (conservative, balanced, 
moderate, growth, and aggressive) so you can more 
effectively meet clients’ needs. Any time a change 
is made to the asset allocation models, the team 
publishes an update on what’s new and why.

 � The Strategic model takes advantage of 
opportunities over a three- to five-year investment 
horizon, determining the optimal asset allocation for 
the investment objective.

 � The Tactical model spots inefficiencies or temporary 
asset class imbalances over a short-term horizon 
(typically one to four quarters). Asset allocations will 
overweight classes expected to outperform and 
underweight those expected to underperform.

Investment Implementation: Use our Research Select 
List—a best-ideas collection of approximately 125         
mutual funds across equity, fixed income, alternative 

strategy, and flexible allocation categories—to find the 
investments that are most suitable for clients. Updated 
monthly, the list features the team’s high-conviction 
pick in each category, as well as fund information, 
performance, modern portfolio theory statistics, fact 
sheets, and investment theses.

Portfolio Monitoring: Keep track of clients’ 
investments with the following resources:

 � Market Recaps: Review in-depth recaps of market 
drivers and investment opportunities from the 
previous week, month, and quarter. They provide 
greater context for both you and clients on market 
performance, major events, actions, and news.

 � Daily Market Briefing: Better address client 
questions and concerns with this daily email.  
You’ll find bite-sized material on the day’s key 
market drivers, along with quick links to our most 
recent publications.

Research
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Portfolio Review: Help clients better understand the 
markets and individual performance with our suite of 
analytical resources.

 � The Quarterly Chartbook contains the latest 
readings of the key economic and market 
indicators we use to formulate investment 
positioning. It also includes comparisons of current 
conditions with historical perspectives to help you 
better understand market segments and relative 
value, and current financial trends.

 � The Quarterly Index Summary gives you a look 
back of major index and Standard & Poor’s sector 
performance. Get quarterly, year-to-date, and 1-, 
3-, 5-, and 10-year performance statistics.

 � Our Quarterly Conference Call provides a 
live recap of the previous quarter, as well as a 
discussion of timely investment topics and any 
changes to the Research Select List.

Trends and Research
Market Outlook: Review this annual publication  
that provides analysis of the financial markets and 
discusses the current economic environment. Each 
edition includes guidance you can use to inform 
investment positions.

Commentaries: Use these specialized pieces 
to get comprehensive analysis and detailed 
recommendations around timely and complex 
financial, economic, or investment themes.

White Papers: Get our perspective on important 
investment themes and theories with these regularly 
published pieces.

Research
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For more information on the independent research capabilities that can enhance your investment 
recommendations, contact 800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team member, or 
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Powerful Support for  
Your Retirement Plan Business
Build a world-class retirement plan offering with Cetera’s comprehensive 
retirement resources

Making it easy for employers to offer retirement plans is a critical step toward building your retirement plan business and 
helping to solve America’s retirement crisis. At Cetera, you’ll always have access to resources to manage and grow your 
retirement plan business and help clients work toward a more confident future.

Practice Consulting Group
Win new retirement plan business and maintain your 
existing book of business with help from our Practice 
Consulting Group. The team provides guidance on 
growth and retention strategies, education on industry 
and firm best practices, and assistance with provider 
due diligence.

In-House Third-Party Administrator
Deliver innovative plan design solutions and robust plan 
administration services supported by our in-house third-
party administrator and advanced planning organization, 
Cetera Retirement Plan Specialists. Our team of 
specialists can assist with plan administration and design, 
ERISA consulting, complex plan design, and more.

Plan Advice and Consulting Platform
Deliver fee-based retirement plan consulting 
services to plan sponsors, either in a 3(21) fiduciary 
or non-fiduciary capacity, through this platform. 
Service models can be tailored to accommodate your 
specific role, and you have the flexibility to use the 
recordkeeping platform of your choice.

Access to Envestnet Retirement Solutions
Manage your retirement plan client data and reporting 
from a single online dashboard and gain back more 
time in your day. Envestnet contains client relationship 
management tools, automated integrated investment 
policy statements and investment monitoring reports, and 
request for proposal support.

Insourced Solutions
Simplify your business and reduce time-consuming tasks 
using our back-office team. The Reporting Assistant tool 
generates automatic investment monitoring reports, the 
RFP Assistant tool handles data gathering and reporting 
to compare up to five recordkeeping providers, and 
the Investment Fiduciary Manager allows you to gain 
bandwidth by having the Cetera Investment Committee 
select and monitor investment funds for plan sponsors as 
an ERISA 3(38) investment manager.

Guided Retirement Solutions
This self-service resource center provides you with 
everything you need to manage successful retirement plan 
relationships. Access training, prospecting, marketing, and 
business retention tools; program information and resource 
guides; timely industry updates; and more.

For more information about our retirement plan services and how you can win, build, and grow 
this area of your business, contact 800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team 
member, or visit cetera.com.

Retirement Plan Solutions
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Legacy Builder
A Powerful Program to Protect Your Business, Clients, Family, and Legacy

Gain greater confidence for your practice and your clients with Legacy Builder, a program that provides comprehensive 
support for your continuity and succession plans. Offered through Cetera’s Business Consulting Group and available 
only to advisors affiliated with a Cetera firm, this full-service solution is designed to remove or minimize nearly every 
barrier to ensuring that when you exit the business, the people you serve and the legacy you’re building are protected. 
Even if you plan to work past retirement age or wind your practice down, Legacy Builder provides a stopgap solution that 
ensures your clients are cared for if you have an unplanned exit from the business.

In addition, Legacy Builder delivers personalized support to help you increase the value of your business to provide 
maximum benefit to you and your family when you retire.

Program Components
Continuity Planning
When you qualify for Legacy Builder and opt in to 
Continuity Planning, you have the assurance that 
either Cetera or a qualified buyer from within our 
family of firms will purchase your practice based upon 
a predetermined valuation. Once you’re enrolled, a 
fair and objective valuation of your practice will be 
performed by a third-party company. In the event of 
your unplanned exit due to death, disability, or other 
triggering event, the practice purchase will take place, 
ensuring uninterrupted service to your clients and 
continued operation of your business.

Succession Planning
You’ll gain access to a suite of resources to help create 
a succession plan that benefits both you and your 
clients. Starting with a baseline valuation, our team will 
work with you to identify ways to build your enterprise 
value, providing guidance on expanding client 
services for a greater share of wallet and growing and 
diversifying your client base—all designed to increase 

current satisfaction and maximize appeal to potential 
successors. Simultaneously, you’ll have assistance in 
finding a qualified candidate from within your current 
firm or another Cetera firm and building a succession 
agreement that inspires confidence for you, your 
succession partner, and your clients.

Qualified Buyer Program
Benefit from the depth of experience across Cetera’s 
advisor base to find a buyer match you and your 
clients can feel confident about. We not only look for 
a succession partner who meets the needs of your 
firm today, but ideally one whose culture and service 
philosophy blends with yours, who has the resources 
to successfully care for your book of business, and 
who can continue or exceed your current trajectory. 
Candidates are thoughtfully evaluated for their 
customer support model, product and service mix, 
talent base, resources, and other critical factors. In 
short, we look for the person or team who you agree 
would be a natural fit to succeed your business.

Legacy Builder
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Financial professionals must adhere to specified requirements to participate in any Legacy Builder program.

For more information about how we help financial professionals grow and preserve their 
practice’s legacy, contact 800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team 
member, or visit cetera.com.



Align Advice with  
Changing Client Needs
Take a fee-for-service approach to grow and enhance client relationships

Expand your value-added services to existing clients and increase your appeal to a new generation of clients by offering 
services that create longer-term relationships. Cetera is partnering with AdvicePay to provide an easy way for you to offer 
a fee-for-service billing model, opening up your practice to new opportunities for growth.

Using a fee-for-service model allows you to provide financial guidance that doesn’t hinge on market performance. 
You’re able to profitably provide new choices for financial guidance, with services like:

 � Assistance with budgeting, cash flow, or debt reduction

 � Help with organizing and prioritizing financial goals

 � Financial literacy and education

 � Review of estate planning documents

 � Recommendations to reduce tax exposure

Adding this option also gives you the opportunity to expand your revenue generation capabilities and differentiate your 
practice. You can reach new investors who may not meet your investment minimums today but have high future potential, 
or provide additional services to existing clients who may benefit from an hourly, retainer, or subscription model.

Our teams provide guidance on how to implement AdvicePay and your fee-for-service model, including:

 � Determining your business model and target market

 � Establishing a pricing model

 � Developing a marketing plan and client talking points

 � Setting meetings with a key group of early adopter clients

 � Evaluating the approach, based on learnings

For more on how Cetera is helping financial professionals expand their reach and grow their book, 
contact 800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team member, or visit cetera.com.

Align Advice with Changing Client Needs
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Decipher™
Help your clients uncover how they feel about their financial future

Enhance communication and collaboration with your clients and prospects by using Decipher™, Cetera’s client discovery 
tool that helps individuals see the underlying feelings behind their financial choices. You’ll be able to use the information 
gleaned from the Decipher experience to offer greater personalization for clients’ investment strategies and connect 
with each individual on a deeper level.

How It Works
You’ll start by sending a link inviting your client or prospect to experience Decipher. The Decipher assessment is 
comprised of two parts:

The questionnaire identifies the individual’s Thinking Style, a categorization based on over 20 years of research. There 
are three elements of Thinking Styles:

 � Past thinking, which is concerned with events that have already happened; past thinkers consider facts and want 
certainty before making decisions.

 � Present thinking deals with events happening right now or about to happen; present thinkers want to implement and 
maintain stability and organization.

 � Future thinking considers the various possibilities that might happen; future thinkers, unconcerned by risk, look for 
opportunities and how to take advantage of them.

Once complete, the individual will view a short video, which gauges how strongly they feel about certain topics. This 
emotion recognition is based on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), tracking subtle facial expressions to reveal the 
areas of financial concern clients and prospects have the strongest reactions to.

Decipher will then provide you with both a summary and detailed results report, which allows you to gain more clarity 
about the individual. Your client or prospect will receive the summary version. The report provides a strong foundation 
for productive discussions and enables you to more deeply understand their goals, needs, and priorities.

For more information on how Cetera is helping financial professionals forge deeper connections with 
clients and prospects, contact 800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business Development team member, 
or visit cetera.com.

Decipher™
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Investing in Your Success

Your growth is our priority. Partner with an organization that knows your goals are within reach and is equally committed 
to making them a reality.

As part of the Cetera family of firms, you’ll have access to two loan programs that can boost organic growth and long-
term success.

Growth Alignment Plan
Loans distributed through this plan are individually underwritten to support highly predictable growth efforts. Examples 
include acquiring a non-Cetera practice, recruiting new advisors to your practice or program, or building out a tax 
practice. The plan is funded with loan agreements paid back through an additional bonus, and each loan targets a two- 
to three-year cash-on-cash return. The bonus plan has a three- to five-year term.

Cashflow Relief Plan
These loans are also individually underwritten, but support growth efforts that are more oriented toward retaining assets 
and/or other more promissory activities. Examples include lead generation initiatives, succession plans within the Cetera 
family, and recruiting efforts for new-to-the-industry advisors and paraplanners. Loans are repaid over a three- to five-
year term.

For more information, contact our Business Development team at 800.336.8842 or your dedicated 
Business Development team member, or visit cetera.com.

Investing in Your Success
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Learning and Development  
Opportunities
Increase your professional acumen and stand out from the crowd

Deliver the customized independent advice your clients seek with our leading professional development courses and 
forward-thinking conferences and events—all of which are designed to deepen your individual knowledge and help 
position you as a trusted source for comprehensive financial solutions.

For more information about our learning and 
development opportunities and how we help 
financial professionals expand their depth of 
knowledge to better serve clients, contact 
800.336.8842 or your dedicated Business 
Development team member, or visit cetera.com.

Training Programs
Increase your understanding and serve clients better 
with our twice-yearly industry and business management 
program, Wealth Management University. These courses 
can prepare you for designations around serving high-
net-worth investors, gaining a 360-degree look at 
retirement, implementing a fiduciary standard with clients, 
or understanding investor psychology. Opportunities are 
also available to build upon your designations in specific 
business management areas.

Certified Wealth Strategist® (CWS®) Program: Meet 
the complex needs of wealthy investors with a Certified 
Wealth Strategist designation from Cannon Financial 
Institute. Get detailed instruction on 13 key wealth 
management issues and various technical concepts, and 
learn practical implementation skills.

Certified Retirement Counselor® (CRC®) Program: 
Address today’s retirement challenges with this 
designation from the International Foundation for 
Retirement Education®. The program provides training 
so you can help with the full spectrum of retirement 
needs, including accumulation, distribution, and income 
strategies.

Accredited Investment Fiduciary® (AIF®) Program: 
Build consistent, prudent practices into your client 
experience model and enhance your fiduciary 
responsibilities with this designation from Fi360. Equip 
yourself with greater knowledge and training around 
building and documenting a best interest standard.

Certificate in Applied Behavioral Finance: Get a better 
understanding of the beliefs and biases that influence 
decision-making and help clients make smarter choices 

about their wealth with this course. You’ll learn how 
to recognize behavioral investor types, use coaching 
techniques in client discussions, and integrate these 
methods into your client acquisition process and 
overall experience. 

Masters Courses: Available to advisors who have 
already completed a Certified Wealth Strategist or other 
comprehensive designation—including CERTIFIED 
FINANCIAL PLANNER™ (CFP), Chartered Financial 
Consultant® (ChFC®) or Certified Investment 
Management Analyst® (CIMA®)—the Masters courses 
provide the opportunity to learn and develop new 
skills in the areas of Planning and Client Engagement. 
Participants receive a Masters certificate upon 
completing three courses within the same category.
Masters courses are available on a rotating basis.

Conferences
Along with specific events held through your firm, you’ll 
have the opportunity to attend Connect, our flagship 
national conference. You’ll experience keynote speakers 
meant to inspire and encourage critical thinking, participate 
in workshop sessions with actionable growth strategies, and 
celebrate with the entire Cetera community the important 
work you do for investors.

Learning and Development Opportunities
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Creating End-to-End Alignment

True alignment only comes when we all benefit. We aspire to invite every eligible advisor access to participate in an 
Equity Award Grant. This partnership ensures we’re all on the same side of the table, working toward the shared goals of 
delivering independent advice and building high-quality relationships.

Opportunities to Participate
Joining Cetera
If eligible, you can choose to receive an Equity Value Award grant as a portion of your transition assistance package. This 
opportunity is available to qualified advisors, OSJs, and regional directors joining Cetera who are receiving more than 
$50,000 in transition assistance.

Ongoing Opportunities
Upon joining Cetera, you’ll have the opportunity to invest in the organization by purchasing non-voting Class B shares 
at the same valuation Cetera and Genstar leadership receives. Program participation is available to qualified OSJs, 
regional directors, and investment programs with more than $1 million in trailing 12-month gross dealer commissions, 
with a minimum investment of $25,000. Those who invest in the program may also receive an Equity Value Award grant, 
which can provide significant additional economic value in a liquidity event. You can benefit from both your primary 
investment value’s growth and the award’s incremental value.

Creating End-to-End Alignment
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For more information on how we can grow together, contact 800.336.8842 or your  
dedicated Business Development team member, or visit cetera.com.
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